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The advanced studies consist of joint courses (20 ECTS), two alternative study modules (30 ECTS) and the Master's thesis (30 ECTS). With your choices of courses, you can deepen your expertise in ...

Courses and study modules
You will choose your target degree when you apply to the programme. Students taking the Master of Theology degree specialise in the thematic module Religion, Conflict and Dialogue. Humanities students ...

Thematic Modules
HIGH POINT, N.C. (WGHP) – The students have spoken, the rankings are out, and North Carolina’s touted universities fared pretty well. We will get to some of those, but you must know this ...

Good food and dorms. Lots of liquor and pot. The worst profs? Here’s how students rank their colleges
BYU professors (L-R) Eric Homer, James Patterson, Oliver Johnson and Eric Sevy stand next to the DeLorean-like falcon-wing doors of a Tesla X. Unfortunately, the Tesla cannot time travel. BYU ...

Back to the Future: BYU profs find 50s-era solution to modern engineering mystery
A US federal judge agreed to appoint a special master to review records seized by the FBI during its search of former president Donald Trump’s Florida estate, a move that is likely to delay the ...

Win for Trump as US judge agrees to ‘special master’ for Mar-a-Lago records, delaying probe
As the Friday deadline approaches for an abortion rights proposal to make the Michigan ballot, nearly half a dozen parties have weighed in with the state Supreme Court. The top among them ...

Nessel, prosecutors, UM profs want Supreme Court to put abortion measure on ballot
In the specialization and practical modules M6 and M7 students can take part in latest research projects and conduct and implement own projects respectively. In the master module M8 the students have ...

Master of Science "Sports, Exercise and Human Performance"
In forcing people essentially to choose the right, something at BYU has gone wrong. A freeze is settling in among a portion of an already-chilled faculty and staff at the Provo school, some of ...

Gordon Monson: What in heaven or hell is going on at BYU? Can’t it just trust its profs?
A Florida panther, rescued as a kitten, is released back into the wild in the Florida Everglades, in this 2013 file photo. Scientists are cautioning that the genetic infusion from Texas appears ...

Florida panthers carry Texas puma genes for better and maybe worse, UCF profs learn
Naiomi Metallic, a law professor at Dalhousie University, is one of 10 professors urging the Newfoundland and Labrador government to adopt a police oversight board. (The Canadian Press) Ten law ...

10 Nova Scotia law profs urge police reform in open letter to N.L. government
That’s a very Spielberg thing Dan and I are both very influenced by. Spielberg is the master of layering multiple actors within a frame and then, rather than cutting to a reaction, he’ll rack from one ...

“Spielberg is the Master of Layering Multiple Actors Within a Frame”: DP Jeff Cutter on Prey
The Higher Education Department has formed a two-member committee to look into the rejection of promotion to eight associate and assistant professors of Punjabi University, Patiala, the ...

Govt panel to look into refusal to promote profs of Punjabi University, Patiala
That’s a very Spielberg thing Dan and I are both very influenced by. Spielberg is the master of layering multiple actors within a frame and then, rather than cutting to a reaction, he’ll rack from one ...

“Spielberg is the Master of Layering Multiple Actors Within a Frame”: DP Jeff Cutter on Prey
Ten law professors at a Nova Scotia university are asking the Newfoundland and Labrador government to create an independent police oversight agency amid ongoing allegations that multiple officers ...
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